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Abstract

As wireless sensor networks is a self organizing and infrastructure less network in nature they are subject to various types of attacks on various environments. The objective of this paper is to mainly focus on a trust aware model between the communicating sensor nodes and the base station. A cluster node aggregates the data from other sensor nodes and eradicates the disused data, disseminates the used data to the base stations that are one hop distance from the node. Since base stations acts as an interface between the communicating sensor devices, the nodes are subject to various attacks on various layers. Here a comparative study is made on various types of attacks on a clustered environment and little available trust aware models are also discussed that defence against the various types of attacks that induces harm between the sensor nodes and base stations.
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INTRODUCTION


	A wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of spatially distributed autonomous sensors to monitor physical or environmental conditions, such as temperature, sound, pressure, etc. and to cooperatively pass their data through the network to a main location(base station). The development of wireless sensor networks was motivated by military applications such as battlefield surveillance [1]; today such networks are used in many industrial and consumer applications, such as industrial process monitoring and control, machine health monitoring, and so on. The cost of sensor nodes is similarly variable, ranging from a few to hundreds of dollars, depending on the complexity of the individual sensor nodes. The topology of the WSNs can vary from a simple star network to an advanced multihop wireless mesh network. The propagation technique between the hops of the network can be routing or flooding.
	Sensor Networks are highly distributed networks of small, trivial wireless nodes, deployed in large numbers to monitor the environment or system[2]. Wireless sensor networks are getting hold of popularity due to its low cost. These sensor nodes are data centric, which means the nodes are addressed by some queries either by other nodes or by base station. The query is addressed to all nodes based on some condition. Since data are to be gathered and disseminated among sensors they are vulnerable to various attacks on various layers. Even though many researchers have discussed about various types of attacks, still reasonable solutions are not provided due to the adhoc nature of the node. In this paper we have made a survey on various types of attacks that occurs on a sensor network within and outside the base station. On account of saving energy, some nodes may act as a selfish node by not forwarding the packets to sink node or base station. Few other sorts of attacks like
	In section 1 we discuss about the various types of attacks in WSN. It also focuses on the attacks that arise between the sensor nodes to base station. In section 2 we have discussed about some threats to sensor network in clustered base environment and in section 3 we have made a comparative study of Trust aware routing models to provide trust between sensor nodes and base station in cluster based environment.
	[image: image]
	There are a few more attacks in which adversaries misdirect network traffic by identity deception through replaying routing information. Such attacks are selective forwarding, wormhole attacks, sinkhole attacks, Sybil attacks and HELLO flood attacks [3].
	
Selective Forwarding


	In a selective forwarding attack, malicious nodes decline to forward packets and make sure that they are not propagating further. This type of attack will not always happen on the data flow but also on controlling packets such as HELLO packets or acknowledgement packets. Selective Forwarding relies on the routing methodology. It involves subverting a node on a major traffic path.. Counter measures include redundant routes and redundant messages.
	
Worm hole attacks


	Even if the malicious node cannot directly overhear the valid node’s wireless transmission, it can collude with other malicious nodes to receive those routing packets and replay them somewhere far away from the original valid node, which is known as a wormhole attack [4].Once a wormhole is established, malicious nodes can use it to make a Denialof- Service attack by, for instance, dropping certain data or control packets. To launch a wormhole attack, an adversary establishes a direct link referred as wormhole link between two points in the link. Once the wormhole link is operational, the adversary eavesdrop messages at one end, referred as the origin point, tunnel them through the wormhole link and replays them in a timely fashion at the other end, namely the destination point. It is often difficult to know whether a node forwards received packet correctly even with overhearing techniques [3].
	
Sinkhole attack


	Here a malicious node may claim itself to be a base station through replaying all the packets from a real base station [5]. In a Sinkhole attack the opponent’s goal is to tempt almost all the traffic from a meticulous area through a compromised node. Sinkhole attacks typically work by making a compromised node look especially attractive to surrounding nodes with respect to the routing algorithm.[16].
	
Sybil attack


	The same sink hole attack can be employed to conduct another strong form of attack [6] called the Sybil attack – where the attacker tries to forge multiple identification in a certain region. By broadcasting messages with multiple identifications, a sybil node can rig the vote on group based decisions and also disrupt network middleware services severely.
	
Hello flood attack


	In HELLO flood attack, new sensor nodes broadcast “hello” to find its neighbours. The sensor nodes also broadcast its route to the base station. Other nodes may choose to route data through this new node if the path is shorter. Adversary node broadcast a short path to the base station using a high power transmission. Target nodes attempt to reply, but the adversary node is out of range. This attack puts the network in a state of confusion. This attack can be countered by using a three-way handshake. New node sends HELLO and any receiving nodes reply with randomly generated message. The new node must resend the message back to the receiving nodes. This guarantees the bi-directionality of the link.
	
II CLUSTERED BASED WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS


	The clustering phenomenon as we can see, plays an important role in not just organization of the network, but can dramatically affect network performance. The nodes of a wireless network are divided into several disjoint or overlapping clusters [9]. Each cluster elects one node as the so-called “cluster head”. These special nodes are responsible for the routing process. Cluster heads are able to communicate with each other using gateway nodes. A gateway is a node that has two or more cluster heads as its neighbors or when the clusters are disjoint, at least one cluster head and another gateway node. Due to the clustered structure, there will be less traffic, because the route requests will only be passed between cluster heads. Identifier based clustering is a better choice than connectivity based clustering according to node movement. In order to support the cluster formation process, each node uses a neighbour table, where it stores information about its neighbour nodes, such as their ID’s, their role in the cluster and the status of the link to that node. Many sensor network routing protocols are quite simple, and for this reason are sometimes even more susceptible to attacks [10]. Most network layer attacks against sensor networks include Spoofed, altered, or replayed routing information, Selective forwarding, Sinkhole attacks, Sybil attacks, Wormholes, HELLO flood attacks, Acknowledgement spoofing. The description of each kind of attack is given in [3]. Also the countermeasures and limitations are discussed in [3]. Typical security attacks and their behaviour is shown in Table II.
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	A method of key establishment characterized by the fact that no secure channels are needed, and, more important, no party is allowed to choose the key on behalf of the group [11]. In other words, the group members don’t trust each other. This strong but much realistic requirement provides background and motivation for considering malicious participants in such protocols and for defining in a formal way what security means in that case. Each security group may have its own security requirements concerning access control, communication, information storage and processing which include Confidentiality, Authentication and Integrity [12]. One of the main techniques to achieve this is cryptography. Group Key Establishment is a process or protocol whereby a shared secret becomes available to two or more parties for subsequent cryptographic use. It falls into two classes- Group Key Transport/Distribution and Group Key Exchange/Agreement. Group Key Transport/Distribution is a group key establishment technique where one party creates or otherwise obtains a secret value, and securely transfers it to others. Group Key is chosen by a single party and then securely transferred to all group members. Group Key Exchange/Agreement is a group key establishment technique in which a shared secret is derived by two or more parties as a function of the information contributed by, or associated with, each of these, such that no party can predetermine the resulting value. All group members have to interact in order to compute the group key. The main difference to group key transport is that no party is allowed to choose the group key on behalf of the whole group.
	Generally, routing protocols on the basis of network structure are divided in to 3 main groups:
	1. flat
	2. hierarchical
	3. location based
	Specifically, hierarchical routing protocols have proved to have considerable savings in total energy consumption of the WSN [8]. In hierarchical routing protocols, clusters are created and a head node is assigned to each cluster. The head nodes are the leaders of their groups having responsibilities like collection and aggregate the data from their respective clusters and transmitting the aggregated data to the BS. This data aggregation in the head nodes greatly reduces energy consumption in the network by minimizing the total data messages to be sent to BS. The less the energy consumption, the more the network life time. The main idea of developing cluster-based routing protocols is to reduce the network traffic toward the sink. This method of clustering may introduce overhead due to the cluster configuration and maintenance, but it has been demonstrated that cluster-based protocols exhibit better energy consumption and performance when compared to flat network topologies for large-scale WSNs.
	
III TRUST AWARE ROUTING ALGORITHMS IN WSN


	Trust Management in wireless sensor network is a current challenging issues in recent years for researchers as deploying wireless sensor network in large scale is highly a complicated task hence sensor networks are subject to various attacks like denial of service attack, routing attack, malicious node attack to name a few. Various cryptographic techniques can be used to overcome these attacks but still this leads to high cost and more overhead. As a solution to this, various trust management schemes have been introduced which provides a trusted relationship between the communicating nodes either with the sink or with the base station. One of the main existing feature of WSN is it can be deployed without any infrastructure. The sensor nodes mainly rely on the neighbouring nodes to provide a route towards the sink or base station. In case of cluster nodes the cluster head act as a gate way to other clusters or base station. Hence, trust establishment among the nodes is mandatorily required to evaluate the trustworthiness of other nodes.
	Due to some challenges, many new algorithms have been proposed for the routing problem in WSNs. In [15][16] it has been explored some of the routing techniques in WSNs that have been developed in recent years.
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3.1Trusted AODV


	TAODV [15] protocol suggest a trust relationship among nodes and hence malicious nodes are detected and shorn of to the entire network. It does on rely on public key cryptography or trusted third parties which lead to more computational overhead. Rather few trust models are proposed to find out the neighbour nodes and build a trust relationship among the communicating nodes. Trusted AODV uses self organized key management mechanisms to build a trust relationship between nodes. Hence it knows the neighbouring details by using the sequence number and unique ID between nodes.
	
3.2Trust aware dynamic source routing


	DSR is an “On-Demand” routing protocol which executes the path finding process and exchange the routing information only when the path is required [20]. TDSR relies on Watch Dog and Pathrater for trusted communication between nodes. Watch dog is used to monitor the malicious nodes and pathrater is used to avoid the packets to route through the misbehaving path. This protocol require bidirectional communication for reliable transmission.[21]
	
3.3 Trusted GPSR


	The Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing [22] is modified to take trust levels of node into account. Each time a node transmits a packet it waits until it overhears its neighbouring node forwarding it. Based on the accurate and timely forwarding actions, it maintains a trust value for its neighbours. This information is then taken into account for further routing decisions.
	
3.4 Trust based Routing Protocol (TRANS)


	As it was proposed in [19] the TRANS protocol develops a trust relationship between the source node and the sink node. It uses asymmetrical authentication for trust routing and provides a trusted path that denies malicious nodes to enter the network. It has been assumed that sensors know their location and neighbouring nodes by geographic routing and shared encryption key is applied to authenticate the messages that reach the sink node or base stations in order to achieve confidentiality. The sink node sends its message only through trusted neighbours.
	
3.5 Cluster Based Trust aware Routing Protocol (CBTRP)


	In [23] it has been proposed that the forwarding packets are protected from malicious nodes in a clustered environment where the cluster head is elected which is in one hop distance from the base station. The packets are forwarded only through trusted nodes based on the trust metrics. The trust metrics between nodes are developed based on the time and frequency interactions. The packets are forwarded only through trusted cluster heads and as in case if cluster head becomes malicious another trust worthy neighbour cluster header is elected.
	
3.6 Trust Aware Routing Protocol (TARP)


	Without taking time synchronization and geographic information into account the TARF provides a trust worthy and energy efficient routing of nodes in the network. As suggested in [24] it has been proposed that TARF proves to be effective against various attacks like sinkhole attack, worm hole attacks and Sybil attacks. It also proves that TARF provides the effective way of nodes to avoid replaying of routing information.
	
3.7 Ambient Trust Sensor Routing (ATSR)


	In [5] it has been proposed about the working model of ATSR. In this approach, nodes observe the performance of their neighbours with respect to different trust metrics and obtain the direct trust value per neighbour. It also, takes into account indirect trust information, i.e. trust information from its neighbours, which is called as reputation. Direct and in- direct trust information is collective used to reach the total Trust information. Finally, the routing decisions are based on two parameters i.e. geographical information (distance to the base-station) and Total Trust information. The trust model presented has been integrated with a location-based routing protocol .If no malicious node exists in the network, i.e. the Total Trust is almost equal to 1, the ATSR behaves simply the Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) protocol.
	
IV TRUST MODELS


	According to reference [17] the methods for obtaining trust information and defining each node’s trust worthiness are referred to as a trust model. Trust models are used in cluster head election and key distribution in order to improve security and increase throughput, lifetime and flexibility of a sensor network. Wireless sensor networks are mainly deployed to monitor events and report data, both continuous and discrete which leads to the growth of new trust models addressing the permanent data issue and also to combine the data trust and the communication trust to infer the total trust.[21]
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	Entities are the subject objects of trust relationships. Trust roots are called as seeds of trust, where the positive assumptions about the specific entities are made by all entities in the same community [17]. The nodes monitor the behaviour of their neighbours that are within the communication range and based on the trust metrics they calculate the direct trust and indirect trust and generates various trust values for their corresponding neighbours.
	Many network models have been proposed in recent years and many researchers have concentrated on various trust management schemes. It has been assumed that each cluster nodes are stationary and the physical location and communication range in the network are known. The clusters of sensors can be formed based on various criteria such as capabilities, location and communication range [25]. An accurate trust model should be build among the nodes in order to protect the nodes from various so called attacks like denial of service attacks, sink hole attacks, black hole attacks etc. Various trust metrics have to be considered and trust values are calculated among nodes and even for cluster heads in order to build a trusty relationship between the communicating nodes.
	
V FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION


	In this paper it has been studied about various attacks that arise in a clustered based wireless environment and also we discussed about the various trust management routing protocols that are available for secure routing. As many algorithms have been proposed for providing trust among nodes and various efficient solutions have been given for various attacks still there are few problems have to be addressed in clustered situations in case of denial of service attacks between the clustered networks towards the base station in a heterogeneous environment. So as a future work we can concentrate towards the heterogeneous cluster based trust aware routing to provide a efficient and secure data communication between the nodes and the base station.
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